Stage 2 Subjects

Accounting
Ancient Studies*
Art (Creative Arts)
Art and the Community
Automotive Technologies
Biology*
Business and Enterprise
Catering Concepts
Chemistry*
Child Studies*
Chinese (Background Speakers)
Community Studies
Creative Arts - Stage, Screen and Drama*
Design (Creative Arts)
Earth and Environmental Science*
Eco and Sustainable Tourism*
English
English as an Additional Language
English Literary Studies*
Essential English
Essential English as an Additional Language
Essential Mathematics
Food and Hospitality*
Furniture Construction
Gender Studies
General Mathematics

Geography*
Geography (Integrated Learning)
Health
Information Processing and Publishing
Legal Studies*
Mathematical Methods
Media Studies*
Metal Technologies
Modern History
Nutrition*
Outdoor Education
Peace Studies
Photography*
Physical Education
Physics
Pop Culture Studies
Psychology*
Research Project**
Scientific Studies/Health Science**
Society and Culture
Specialist Mathematics*
STEM Research Project
Video Production*
Women’s Studies*
Workplace Practices

* Subjects offered in the twilight timeslot of 4 pm - 7 pm.
** Subjects offered from 3.30 pm - 5 pm Tuesday and Thursday.